Barnet and King George V Playing Fields - Draft Masterplan

387
Total
Responses

296 Completed Responses
91 Partial Responses

502
Survey Visits

Q1

Q1: Do you currently visit Barnet or King George V Playing Fields?
(Please select one option only)
Answered: 356

Skipped: 31

22.19%

77.81%

Yes

No

Response
percent

Response
count

Yes

77.81%

277

No

22.19%

79

Choices

Q2

Q2: How often do you visit? (Please select one option only)
Answered: 277

Skipped: 110

1.44%
14.44%

8.66%

11.55%

23.10%
13.72%

27.08%

Everyday
Once a month

Most days

Once or twice a week

Two or three times a year

Once every two weeks

Once a year

Response
percent

Response
count

Everyday

14.44%

40

Most days

23.10%

64

Once or twice a week

27.08%

75

Once every two weeks

13.72%

38

Once a month

11.55%

32

Two or three times a year

8.66%

24

Once a year

1.44%

4

Choices

Q3

Q3: Typically, what is the purpose of your visit? (Please select all which apply)
Answered: 277

Skipped: 110

12.27%

12.27%

17.69%

13.36%

20.22%

38.63%

24.55%

63.18%

24.91%

31.41%

0%

20%

40%

Use play facilities
Walking

Go for a jog / run

Cycling

Enjoy nature

Casual use of sports pitches
Use outdoor gym

60%

80%

100%

Formal fitness session e.g. boot camp
Walk the dog

For an event

Formal use of sports pitches (booked matches)

Meeting place

Other (Please specify)

Response
percent

Response
count

Use play facilities

31.41%

87

Go for a jog / run

24.91%

69

1.81%

5

Walking

63.18%

175

Cycling

24.55%

68

Enjoy nature

38.63%

107

Walk the dog

20.22%

56

For an event

3.25%

9

13.36%

37

4.33%

12

Use outdoor gym

17.69%

49

Meeting place

12.27%

34

Other (Please specify)

12.27%

34

Choices

Formal fitness session e.g. boot camp

Casual use of sports pitches

Formal use of sports pitches (booked matches)

1. I live here
2. playground
3. playground
4. playground
5. Live next door
6. walk to school
7. playground
8. Use of football pitches
9. cubs play rounders
10. picnic, play games etc
11. school
12. Relax

13. school
14. school
15.
16. i live here
17. mess around
18. Driving
19.
20. walk with friends
21. school
22. School
23. This is a collective response on behalf of the Barnet Society
24. Outdoor exercise
25. Outdoor exercise
26. I walk around with my pram to get my baby to sleep!
27. Picnics with the kids
28. Family picnics
29. I am a money adviser at the Rainbow Centre in Dollis Valley Estate
30. Take my children to the park
31. When I leave my daughter to Rainbow Centre
32. To spend time with friends
33. Make lunch club at the Rainbow Centre - makes use of the fields for sport activities during
the holidays for 20-30 children.
34. Commute to/from stations

Q4

Q4: What is the main mode of transport you use to travel to the site?
(Please select one option only)
Answered: 274

Skipped: 113

0.36%
15.33%
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Car
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Response
percent
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Car

15.33%

42

On foot

67.52%

185

Train / Tube

1.46%

4

Bus

4.74%

13

10.58%

29

Motorcycle

0.00%

0

Taxi

0.36%

1

Choices

Bicycle

Q5

Q5: Please indicate why you do not visit. (Please select all which apply)
Answered: 79

Skipped: 308

32.91%

24.05%

22.78%

24.05%

25.32%

0%

20%

40%

Lack of relevant facilities
No time

60%

80%

Lack of awareness

Poor transport / accessibility

100%

Prefer to visit another park(s)
Other (Please specify)

Response
percent

Response
count

Lack of relevant facilities

25.32%

20

Lack of awareness

24.05%

19

Prefer to visit another park(s)

22.78%

18

No time

24.05%

19

6.33%

5

32.91%

26

Choices

Poor transport / accessibility

Other (Please specify)

1. I don't live in the area
2. work, but don't live locally
3. use TTA for five a side currently
4. Not a lot to do.
5. I live quite far away.
6. I don't live in area.
7. I don't live down here.
8. I don't live around this area.
9. i dont care about parks
10. dont want to
11. Barnet FC no longer play near there
12.
13. busy
14. not in the area
15. i don't go outside i'm inside playing video games and watching stuff
16. lazy
17. No need to
18. i don't know where it is
19. i don't live in barnet
20. don't live nearby
21. never heard of it.
22. Not local
23. Barnet fc no longer there
24. I will only move in August into that area.
25. I do not live in the area.
26. No longer walk dogs.

Q6

Q6: To what extent do you support or oppose the proposed outdoor facilities in the
draft masterplan?
(Please select one option for each facility)
Answered: 330

Skipped: 57
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Strongly support
Tend to oppose

Tend to support
Strongly oppose

Neither support nor oppose
Don't know / Not sure

Row

Strongly
s upport

Tend to
s upport

Neither
s upport nor
oppos e

Tend to
oppos e

Strongly
oppos e

Don't know /
Not s ure

Res pon
se
count

Adventurous play
area (for older
children)

54.80%
(177)

23.53%
(76)

6.81%
(22)

4.95%
(16)

8.05%
(26)

1.86%
(6)

323

Toddler play area

51.54%
(167)

24.38%
(79)

12.35%
(40)

3.09%
(10)

5.56%
(18)

3.09%
(10)

324

Improved cycle
routes

43.04%
(136)

31.65%
(100)

15.51%
(49)

3.80%
(12)

4.43%
(14)

1.58%
(5)

316

Improved pedes trian
routes

47.66%
(153)

30.84%
(99)

12.46%
(40)

1.56%
(5)

4.36%
(14)

3.12%
(10)

321

Football pitches

36.34%
(117)

31.37%
(101)

17.70%
(57)

4.35%
(14)

8.70%
(28)

1.55%
(5)

322

Multi-us e games area
(MUGA)

42.24%
(136)

30.75%
(99)

13.35%
(43)

2.17%
(7)

9.32%
(30)

2.17%
(7)

322

Outdoor gym and trim
trail

52.32%
(169)

27.24%
(88)

11.15%
(36)

3.41%
(11)

4.64%
(15)

1.24%
(4)

323

Skatepark

29.10%
(94)

18.58%
(60)

25.08%
(81)

7.74%
(25)

16.72%
(54)

2.79%
(9)

323

Outdoor table tennis

36.34%
(117)

26.40%
(85)

21.74%
(70)

4.35%
(14)

9.63%
(31)

1.55%
(5)

322

Gaelic Football pitch
and training areas

24.07%
(78)

19.44%
(63)

29.01%
(94)

9.88%
(32)

13.27%
(43)

4.32%
(14)

324

Q7

Do you have any additional comments? (Please type in your answer)
Answered: 145

Skipped: 242

1. Too much land allocated to the Gaelic Football. I would have preferred to have an indoor
swimming pool.
2. The skate park will attract Graffitti, as it is part of the culture of Skateboards and BMX, so I
am opposed to that prt of the plan.
3. Skate park will attract graffitti. It's part of the culture.
4. Hi there I live at Grasvenor avenue, and use the park regularly, I couldn't see anything
about extending existing playground or developing a new playground, similar to Swan Lane
or Friary parks. The plan only proposes a tiny toddler area and nothing for primary school
age group children. I have two kids with age of 7 and 4. I don't understand the need for new
football pitches, there are already modern ones there. I can't see options in the survey for
new cark park proposal 1, which I strongly oppose. Unfortunately at current form it's pretty
much not a fit for the purpose development, just develop something similar to Swan Lane
or Friary park.
5. Who is the Gaelic football club around Barnet who needs facilities? A pitch plus practise
pitch and changing rooms sounds like an organised club. Are Barnet selling off the fields to
them? Plus extra car parking will attract extra traffic in the surrounding area.
6. This is a place to get some peace and quiet, away from the stress of every day life and into
nature. This plan will destroy all these things and everyone I know will be devastated if this
plan carries out.
7. It's beautiful as it is ...leave it alone and stop trying to make money out of every single
single square inch of greenspace ! It'a a tranquil natural place,we don't need artificial grass
surfaces. Leave it alone. Or if you must interfere ,turn it into a nature reserve and enhance
it value to the natural world !
8. I do not believe the pedestrian routes are improved from the drawings and my
interpretation of them. They appear as though they cut right through football pitches, which
adds a risk of being hit very hard by balls and also, when walking dogs, would be extremely
problematic. I also oppose a skate park as wherever I have seen these before, they are
rarely used for skating, but unsolicited behaviour instead - which would then be detrimental
to everything else being introduced. Other than the points above - great plan!
9. I normally access the fields from Brook Farm open space and I think it would be a great
area for providing more community sporting facilities, with the caveat that it is
sympathetically done to accommodate local wildlife too. My only concern is cyclists - I have
no objection to them coming through both areas, the playing fields and open space, but
there is a massive problem with a large majority of them having NO respect for other
users, pedestrians, children and dogs and Ive seen so many near accidents as well as
being involved in a few near misses. They cycle through too quickly, do not use bells or
other ways to warn of their presence and occasionally even get abusive that someone
dares to have been in the way when that someone was completely unaware of the cyclist
being there. I know its difficult to 'police', but Id like the whole area put under some kind of
speed limit, and more signage warning cyclists to be a more respectful towards all users!
10. I thought there was supposed to be a cycle path up to the Ark Academy (on their plans
there was). Your plans only show a pedestrian path. Why is there a cycle path around the
perimeter of the Gaelic Football pitches? This will be used by boy racers/remote control car
car users for racing and be very noisy/intrusive for Western Way residents.. A single access
path on the north side of pitch 2 should be sufficient.
11. The skate park SHOULD NOT be located around the back of houses on Grasvenor Avenue. I
have no problem with a skate park being near the car park, but the noise and potential
flood lights would be a nuisance for local residents. Skate parks also act as a hang out spot
for teenager to smoke and drink in the evenings - no doubt leading to petty criminal
activities such as vandalism to local property. This is what I strongly oppose.
12. Have you got proven support for the Gaelic football area? I wasn't aware that this is locally
a popular sport.
13. there isn't playground in the plan, what happened to the existing playground.
14. Why is the Gaelic Pitch more important than the one and only deep water pool in barnet?

15. The proposed plan looks to meet the benefits for lots of various ages of people and
organisations to enjoy out door activities in a safe environment and to enjoy being
outdoors for various activities from children to adults. I fully support the proposed plan as a
good use of space to encourage health and fitness with good facilities
16. more facilities will bring more teenagers/gangs JUST hanging out not using facilities but
vandalising etc... will cameras be put in place?
17. It would be nice to have a coffee shop in the park.
18. Tennis courts?
19. I think most of the proposed activities are much needed but need to be sympathetic to the
natural area and existing facilities e.g. disabled riding centre next to the proposed gaelic
football pitch with proposed extra car parking and pavilion
20. I personally love the idea of trim trail and would welcome more of bar type of gyms or
calisthenic gyms around the whole borough of Barnet as oppose to the gyms currently
installed - as they are used mostly by children for playing, not as much for exercising, as
they are far too easy for anyone to get fit on... Also it would be more than welcomed to
built some shelters in parks, where it is possible to hide in the case of sudden rain,
especially when spending time out with families, or even for those who like to exercise
outdoors... Thank you for consideration!
21. I strongly support these plans. Think it would be beneficial to the Barnet community.
22. The Gaelic football provision is to replace the existing service from another part of the
borough, a long way from this area. It does not make sense to do so as it will bring
increased traffic and it is not an inclusive sport. It is predominantly male and Irish.
23. It would be brilliant to have a specific dog area with high fencing so that dogs have
somewhere safe to run around, perhaps with some agility equipment. There is a lot of
demand for dog areas that are well fenced.
24. How about a splash park? That would be amazing for the children round here. The nearest
is Watford or St Albans or Stevenage or bushey. Would be brilliant for the children after
school and at the weekend/holidays to let off steam and really enjoy themselves. How
many under 12s don’t love water? Please make it happen!
25. The dimensions of Barnet playing fields will be reduced and this will be a shame for all the
families and children who walk around/in the park and picnic there too when the weather
permits. Overall, it appears the size of the Barnet playing fields will be significantly reduced
and its look changed from one of a serene field/park to a big sports centre, with facilities
targeted mainly at teens/older children and adults, and less so for babies and toddlers with
their families who take walks in the park and go there for peace and quiet too. This proposal
is not suitable or in keeping with the current look! The ambience in the park will change
completely, and there isn't another similar facility within walking distance for us to go to!
26. The plan for more outdoor facilities in Barnet is great
27. Please scrap plan and bring back Barnet FC .The previous plan for fit for purpose stadium
would have incorporated 1-6 . It would also bring much needed income to the area on
match days. The council have managed to deprive people of Barnet, there football team,
Barnet hockey team and Barnet cricket club.
28. A paddling pool is missing in the Barnet Council, it would be of great benefit.
29. I am aware that you are looking at locating Barnet Community Projects in one of the
buildings, moving them from their current base in the Rainbow centre locally. This is a great
facility for the community and any plans should stipulate their inclusion.
30. Keep going,all of you from rainbow Centre you are doing amazing job God bless you all
31. My only comment is..... Why is there gong to be a Gaelic pavilion and not a pavilion for the
football community. Having Gaelic football is a good idea but the pavilion proposed should
be a joint affair for both football and Gaelic. In this day and age all communities ( Gaelic,
Rugby, cricket, Football)should be treated equal and have the same facilities available to
them.
32. We MUST have a replacement facility for the Rainbow Centre on the Dollis Valley Estate,
which is currently due to close at the end of 2020.
33. Should make provisions for two MUGA pitches. Concerned about late night activities at the
proposed Gaelic Football clubhouse.

34. If there was any way to get some beach volleyball courts included in this project it would be
fantastic!
35. We are lucky to have a large number of parks and open spaces in Barnet, however not one
contains a splashpark. I am both surprised and disappointed that this has not been
incorporated.
36. Area for nature study/wildlife gardens?
37. I live on Grasvenor Avenue and do not want a skate/BNX park right behind my house.This is
a quiet green / residential area and the noise / disruption is totally unsuitable. I strongly
object to this proposal. I also object to additional car parking. There is good public transport
in the area. Once again residents are being asked to pay the costs so others can benefit.
We've already had a massive school imposed against our wishes. Please start listening.
38. Rather than football pitches, it would be ideal to have some tennis courts as well. For the
outdoor gym/trim trail I would like to see more calisthenics equipment such as pull up bars,
dip bars, benches, rings, etc.
39. The lights present around the park already attract unsavoury characters on mopeds,
motorbikes, and youths loitering and disturbing the local residents. This is a complete
change to the playing fields rather than an improvement. The open sessions are also all
conveniently when most of the local residents are at work and cannot comment. I also
notice that the funding has not been determined yet. Surely this should be done before
even considering such a project. As if the new academy in that area is not enough(a school
which none of the local residents wanted but was approved all the same), Barnet Council
insist on developing green belt land that is happily enjoyed by the people who use it exactly
as it is.
40. There is a lot of provision for football but what about other sports like tennis or badminton.
It’s not clear if the outdoor gym is in one location as suggested by the master plan or a
‘trim trail’ as explained in the FAQs. I would like to see outdoor gym equipment like pull up
bars placed around the park so you can jog between exercises.
41. Although I would not use the Gaelic football pitch it would be exciting to have a different and
relatively unusual sport for local people to watch and consider being involved in. Anything
that gets young people away from TV and games consoles can only be a good thing!
42. To create a fence around the toddler play area.
43. I think there should be a parkour / free-running area with walls and bars etc. (could be
wooden)
44. The gym should be closer to toddler play area for better supervision.
45. I think that the young playing area and the older playing area should be closer together.
46. I think it would be nice to have a swimming pool
47. It could be a potential risk having a cycle path near a toddler play area but I think they're
both good ideas nonetheless.
48. I love the size and the safety
49. Swimming facilities would be great
50. we need more things for the childen to play on ,
51. Other sports such as martial arts, fencing, need more space
52. Please leave our green spaces and trees alone. Use the money to clean up the bins and
litter instead! We absolutely HATE WHAT YOU HAVE DONE TO MONTROSE PARK AND
SILKSTREAM PARK. This is the worst council we've ever had.
53. Oppose skatepark because of potential noise, possibility of antisocial behaviour etc. I do
not feel this fits in with the rest of the plans. Re MUGA I am opposed to any building on
green belt. We have plenty of cafes in Barnet and I thought there would be a MUGA at the
new leisure centre in New Barnet which is nearby.
54. As a parent of a 12 year boy I think this is an excellent idea, and a good use of a underused
space

55. My football team used to play there but the pitches were invariably bad and the changing
facilities when not vandalised were appalling and and embarrassing. We played teams from
all over the country and the facilities were the worse. Now we play at The Hive and they are
the best in the country. We need something that is reasonably priced to encourage
participation in grassroots football. Moving Barnet to Harrow was a missed opportunity.
56. It would be great to incorporate some or all of the above facilities with a home for Barnet FC
57. There should be a restriction to how old you can be to access the park because a man
goes inside the children's playground, being in the way of people blasting inappropriate
music with children nearby.
58. GYYYYYYYM
59. no
60. A studium for Barnet football club should be included in the plans.
61. u best improve that crusty basketball hoop it is so old
62. why
63. Can you builld a Go-kart track ? plz
64. basketball court with proper netted hoops
65. nice
66. it will be good if there will be adults as well this is because the new area can be a new place
to occupy for groups and gangs
67. saggin all over the park as its great
68. The skate park is an activity that should not be located so close to a residential area. It will
be a magnet for anti social behaviour.
69. As a local resident whose backs onto the planned skate park (to which I strongly oppose)
my main concern is the anti social activities which will be brought in. My quiet days will be
ruined by the noise pollution created by the skate park. I am not against it but please not
backing onto my house. Just move somewhere else.
70. Why can't an area of such importance have some part of it put a side to nature and wildlife?
It is as though all reports of insects types dropping like a stone which we need for a balance
eco system have no thought? We do need the items above but please balance it with
nature as Barnet is lucky to have such spaces left please don't take them for granted. Even
just heavy planting of native small and large trees with a meadow area and pond would
make a striking difference.
71. If I recall the initial plans for the Ark Acadamy had a larger MUGA forming part of the
original sports provision for the school. This could be similar to US schools where the lay
out can include various sports including football pitches, and perhaps a 200m running
track, hockey pitch/?
72. I am pleased to see these proposals. I believe that underused green spaces in Barnet
should be converted into sports pitches including Tennis, Rugby, football or converted into
Gardens, Nature Reserves or Flats. The abandoned cafe in Brook Farm Open Space should
be demolished and the space reused
73. Tennis courts would be a great addition
74. Tennis courts please!
75. Tennis court
76. i have lived near these fields all my life and i dont want any ything built on this ;land must
be left alone..
77. The skate area will be noisy and should be positioned away from residential gardens. The
planned footpath that would cut through the field is unwanted and not necessary. Please do
not break up the lovely expanse of green with another path. The trees that would border
the proposed path would make the area less safe for walking.
78. Tennis court provisions would be welcomed
79. Tennis courts and netball facilities (can this be done on the Mugas?)
80. Maybe some tennis courts being added

81. Really support toddler and adventure playground being redone
82. Leave,it a lone it's ok as it is
83. Maybe tennis courts could be added to
84. It would be useful to extend the cycle routes to the edge of the Ark Academy site to enable
students and staff to cycle off road. Will bicycle parking facilities be provided?
85. Hi, although I understand that some people are very interested in football, I don’t really
support the fact that most of the free space should be occupied by football pitches. It is
just far too many !!! Can we at least remove two of the 4 junior ( and use the 2 remaining
full time ) ? And do we really need 2 other pitches on the King George V or can we keep just
one ? It is just nice to keep free space free of any marking, just grass.
86. Tennis courts would be needed
87. This is a collective response on behalf of the Barnet Society
88. While some of these projects, taken in isolation, sound quite good, the overall effect of the
proposal would to establish a kind of sports/activities complex. On top of the changes which
have already occurred, this would entirely alter the calm, attractive and inclusive green
space that so many people appreciate.
89. There should be a running track
90. parking should not be provided for outdoor sports areas. if you can't walk or run there you
have no business being there (apart from blue badge holders of course)
91. Simply abort this damaging plan for local residents
92. How much noise and light pollution will this create. I notice it will be encouraging car usage
as there are increased parking facilities provided but no mention of public transport. Will the
state park be open late? Who will maintain and monitor the facilities such as the scate park,
and toddler equipment. Who will clear up all the canisters of gas that the youths will be
dropping? Are extra bins and dog poo bins going to be provided if there are new users
coming to the area? Are the new facilities going to be vandal proof? Will the meeting places
be boarded up when not in use creating yet another hideous eyesore in a natural public
space (look at the other facilities on the whetstone end of the park)? Has the effect on
wildlife been considered? What measure are going to be put in place to ensure that the
wildlife is not disturbed by light and noise and cars?
93. The final master plan is not available to download from the website. There must be an error.
Please could you email me a copy of it? We noticed today that the Junior pitch’s are not
located as the draft master plan suggested and we were wondering why? We would also like
to know when these pitches are intended to be used, by who and what days and times? We
would like to ask why the pitches were not placed further away from our residential
gardens? Our concern would be noise pollution and balls being kicked over into our garden.
With a young family of two children under five I am concerned it would be a potential health
and safety hazard. The pitch is only centimetres away from the foot path (it closely backs
onto our garden) which seems a bit close for even dog walkers, runners, cyclists and young
families using the park. There seems to be a lot of space that could be utilised to suit every
need instead of increasing risk. We will come to the drop in session on the 25th July 2019
but could you please give us the full address of the Rainbow meeting area so we can get
there.
94. I have lived in Camden previously and they have great outdoor training areas with good
calisthenics equipment. I have seen such sites also set up in Royal Oak and Kennington and
they prove very popular with all ages and genders
95. As a parent to two young children I find Barnet could have improved play area for toddlers
and older children. We have some such area in Chipping Barnet and Underhill but the
equipment is a bit dated and the flooring feels unsafe. Woodside Park is the closest
playground that feels safe yet provides more stimulating play areas / equipment. This
requires a car or tube journey with 2 children
96. I oppose this development because it is green belt land and you are building a huge
building right in the centre. It should be on the edge such as by the table tennis centre or
on the cricket pavilion site. I also dislike the trees right across the centre it just breaks up
the lovely open space. I opposed this at the last consultation and there has been no
change except for moving the skate park. Without permission you have fenced off an area
for Hadley Trust football club and given 2 football pitches to the Ark Academy having
assured us they would not require any of the green space. Please protect the Green Belt
and do not build on it or urbanise it. How will it be maintained?

97. Skate park-problem noise. Location too near houses 3m pedestrian and cycle routes
unnecessarily wide and will dominate open space. 2m is adequate . Proposed extra path
between pitches unnecessary and shrinks the space. Can't we have a simple footpath or
just walk over the grass?
98. would be very keen to see a climbing/bouldering area - i.e. rocks for climbing like Fairlop
Waters
99. I'm a bit prejudice where this is concerned. As a police officer, I only have witnessed
difficulties surrounding these. Drugs/groups of teenagers/ graffiti etc... at night. If the park
is locked and secure at night with 24 hour security then maybe this would be ok I know we
live in an equal society and I know girls play football. But I cannot see any plans for girls
sports ie Netball. And no cricket ground??????
100. Apart from toddlers play area, would be lovely to see a small splash park, as we have to
travel to the nearest at st. Albans. You have plenty of space for this and i think it would be
really popular

Q8

Q7: To what extent do you support or oppose the proposed indoor facilities in the
draft masterplan?
(Please select one option for each facility)
Answered: 324
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Cafe (including
toilets )

64.51%
(209)

18.21%
(59)

7.41%
(24)

0.93%
(3)

8.02%
(26)

0.93%
(3)

324

Community rooms

42.19%
(135)

25.31%
(81)

15.62%
(50)

2.81%
(9)

11.88%
(38)

2.19%
(7)

320

Clip and Climb (indoor
climbing)

46.39%
(148)

24.45%
(78)

13.17%
(42)

2.82%
(9)

11.91%
(38)

1.25%
(4)

319

Multi-us e activity
s pace (s tudio / s mall
hall s pace s uitable
for exercis e clas s es ,
martial arts , dance,
gymnas tics etc.)

50.78%
(163)

24.92%
(80)

10.90%
(35)

4.05%
(13)

8.72%
(28)

0.62%
(2)

321

Q9

Do you have any additional comments? (Please type in your answer)
Answered: 86

Skipped: 301

1. Overall, I am glad that more facilities are proposed. I live in Western Way and feel this site
has been under used.
2. Stop building over our geeenbelt for profit .
3. This is green belt land and should not be encroached on further. The fenced off Hadley
Wood sports development area is built across a public right of way. Further buildings in an
area of outstanding natural beauty should not be allowed.
4. Pleas make an outdoor gym Improve safety inside west Hendon playing fields please
5. I think the site and size of this building will be unsuited to the open area it is sited in. All
good ideals are included, but not here. The replacement of the Quinta site could perhaps
house this more suitable, of incorporate into the Dollis Valley development. The open space
is of great value in its own right.
6. Add in a diving pool.
7. Tennis courts
8. I think the indoor sports hub looks excellent - I would like to know more about what is on
offer for disabled children and young people, including wheelchair users. Is the assisted
changing area going to conform to the changing places specification? Will there be
accessible activities for wheelchair users?
9. The quality of the cafe needs to be high as there is already a wide selection in the local
area that it will be competing against.
10. Great to have these propsed facilities in Barnet .
11. All much needed in this area
12. It sounds great, a real community hub.
13. With the Ark school there will be no parking for any visitors
14. The multi-use activity space is an incredibly good idea according to the following
management of it. It should be accessible to use freely, allowing for creativity projects
among teens and young adults, instead of a profit-only space
15. This area should be a community hub for sports and recreation. Bringing GAA plus other
community use to the area is a positive use of the space.
16.
17. The charity that current runs the Rainbow Centre is Barnet Community Projects and they
MUST have a new home as soon as possible.
18. using location to provide additional community support facilities so parents can get access
to help eg benefits, housing , employment advice especially as Barnet House is closing and
many council and housing services are moving to west of borough
19. Indoor climbing could have bouldering walls as well.
20. There are plenty of cafes in Barnet High Street
21. Could there be space for bouldering as well as clip n climb? Seems like it is aimed more for
kids - is there space for adults too? Can you assess the changing rooms from the inside?
Looks like doors are only from outside. Is there space for a buggy park in reception? I’m not
sure how accessible the disabled loo is but it should be an opportunity to install a ‘changing
places’ fully accessible WC.
22. This space has been under utilised for such a long time and the lack of facilities means that
families can't spend as long here as they would like.
23. Leave our green spaces alone
24. As stated I don't agree with building on green space, in particular green belt.
25. My daughter travelled to finsbury recently to clip and climb and is very pleased at the
prospect of having one down the rd

26. yes and no
27. Allow parking for fake taxi
28. DONT PUT GOD DAMMIT SHOPS PLEASE
29. I would like to see a permanent facility within the scheme to support the local martial art
clubs. These clubs foster self discipline and respect within children.
30. astro
31. just leave it how it is
32. Can you build a GO-kart track ? plz
33. basketball court with regulation sized hoops and court
34. I would support the multi-use activity space if it could be used for free.
35. I would support the multi-use activity space if it could be used for free.
36. I would support the multi-use activity space if it could be used for free.
37. It is an open space that is why it is called an open space. An open space is not an open
space if you build on it because then its not an open space. It's not rocket science we need
more nature and wildlife not more cafes. Go to High Barnet if you want a coffee.
38. All excellent proposals. The old table tennis centre needs to be knocked down. The land
near Dollis Valley off Barnet Lane should also be redesigned
39. small strucytures are ok but any large structures i am very opposed to..
40. A cafe is definitely necessary
41. Cafe is a great place to meet friends
42. Leave it alone
43. This is a collective response on behalf of the Barnet Society
44. The indoor and community facilities proposed would directly encroach on to green belt
land- turning the fields in to a built up area. The field by barnet lane has already been
removed from public access and turned in to a rather unsightly double fenced enclosure.
Stage by stage, the fields are being built over and withdrawn as a genuine public amenity.
45. I would like a dog training area and water fight area because I have 2 dogs and like walking
them. I like water fights.
46. I think this idea will help the community, but I think there should be a small area for
pushchair and small vehicle parking place.
47. Why is the Rainbow Centre moving from Dollis Valley Estate into green belt parkland ?
48. Room for club use
49. parking should not be provided for outdoor sports areas. if you can't walk or run there you
have no business being there (apart from blue badge holders of course). the facilities
above will encourage car usage and have no place within playing fields
50. Local residents don't need nor want the proposed community sports hub - intrusive as
stated by the Barnet society.
51. there is a new school that has just been built on adjacent land. This could provide all the
facilities except the cafe for a community which needs space to dance etc. Why not use
that and make effective use of a building which will be sitting empty when people have
leisure time?? We should consider using what we already have more effectively rather than
continually building new white elephants! Save the planet by not using yet more concrete.
52. It is too big and in the wrong place.
53. I hope this building will be as low and unobtrusive as possible
54. Will all these facilities be destroyed by bored and destructive people
55. This could be the most popular playing area and with so much of parking, it will be available
for many people not just the locals.. lets get barnet on the map!! .. it would be good to also
have a indoor soft play where is the indoor climbing.. something similar to furzefield in
potters bar!!

56. Tastefully done woodland cafe with a farm house feel. Would be great! Low rise structures
and no hideous buildings that would hinder the view from my windows at Grasvenor avenue.
57. Do not put gaelic football here
58. I like the idea of all of these. The cafe and toilets will be useful for parents looking to take a
break from the kids. The indoor climbing is a good way for teens to burn off some energy.
59. The combination of proposed facilities should encourage a good use of the building.
60. How do you propose to include children with special needs and in wheelchairs to be
included in the above????
61. What is the height of this building? Climbing suggests a tower and VERY against this. Why
no elevation? Not possible to comment adequately --needs to be low and as unobtrusive of
green belt as humanely possible.
62. No need for large amounts of concrete. There is a sports pavilion only 10 minutes walk
away down the path to totteridge and whet stone station that stopped being used not long
after it opened and has since just attracted squatters and drug addicts. There was
previously a pavillion on the King George the V playing fields that stopped being used and
ended up being ripped down for exactly the reason I just stated. There is also no police in
barnet as it is, how do you intend to police the area?
63. and a swimming pool.... It would also be great for kids to have a youth center for the
summer...
64. As stated we don’t want more buildings. Use what’s there already.
65. Very keen for wider cycling path and BMX facility
66. What was a wonderful open space Community facility is going to be covered in buildings if
this plan succeeds.
67. Some years ago we did have a pavilion in the fields that got burnt down are you going to
have on site surveillance?
68. A toilet is essential. If you are having a toddler play area then you are going to have a large
number of kids in nappies or in the middle of their toilet training. We are currently toilet
training our toddler and I won't take her to the current park because a) there's no toilet and
b) the current set up is terrible. Also, a cafe is what brings a park to life particularly in the
Summer. I would encourage the toilets to be separate though.
69. Is this the best use of public funds at times of cuts and the need for investment in other
areas? Will these indoor facilities by self-financing?
70. Facilities should be provided on the basis there is an identified strategic need for the
facilities to meet current and future demands.
71. This is a positive development for the area
72. Its very important to.keep.an.open space that is well.looked after by barnet council.
73. I would like to be assured that the indoor space is wheelchair accessible and there are
disability friendly sport activities. I would particularly like to know that the assisted changing
area conforms to Changing Places specifications.
74. Bring back Barnet fc
75. Don’t put them on the park. Put them in the old cricket club house if you have to
76. Having the community rooms is an essential to the area for all to use, from the children, to
adults, club and summer clubs.
77. If these facilities could be offered without sealing ground that would be even better. I would
prefer to have existing buildings recycled over new buildings built, because I see how it is in
Burnt Oak and especially Colindale where one barely has any park in reach for pedestrians
any more. Who is driving, will most likely just drive into the green belt, but what shall the
non-driving people do. Keeping spaces close to nature is also important for the children and
youth. I would support including a teaching garden where children can observe nature and
assist to grow food. Town has so many indoor activities already anyway. But I heard of
someone doing gardening activities with kids, that most of them had no idea how potatoes
grew...
78. My only comment is there are already a multitude of hall spaces available to hire around
the area.

79. I am opposed to building on this lovely park, but if you have to build, this looks ok.
80. As mentioned in previous comment, please include soft place for small babies
81. Draft is badly designed not following inclusive design to include everyone
82. The facility looks too large for the site. Do we really need 2 of everything?
83. Cafe and toilets are essential. Changing rooms will also come in handy for sports activities
and football.
84. I hope this plan go ahead.
85. Not necessary - there are plenty of local facilities already.
86. As green belt land I strongly object to any buildings being erected in this area.

Q10

Q8: How physically active are you currently? (Please select one option only)
Physical activity is defined as any moderate intensity activity which raises your heart
rate for a sustained period (10 minutes or more).
Answered: 318

Skipped: 69

12.58%

35.22%

52.20%

Less active (Less than 30 minutes a week)
Fairly active (Between 30 - 150 minutes a week)

Active (150 + minutes a week)

Response
percent

Response
count

Less active (Less than 30 minutes a week)

12.58%

40

Fairly active (Between 30 - 150 minutes a week)

52.20%

166

Active (150 + minutes a week)

35.22%

112

Choices

Q11

Q9: Do you wish to be more physically active? (Please select one option only)
Answered: 321

Skipped: 66

11.21%

18.69%

70.09%

Yes

No

Don't know / Not sure

Response
percent

Response
count

Yes

70.09%

225

No

18.69%

60

Don't know / Not sure

11.21%

36

Choices

Q12

Q10: If the proposed facilities in the draft masterplan were provided, do you think this
would encourage you to be more physically active?
(Please select one option only)
Answered: 321

Skipped: 66

22.74%

57.01%
20.25%

Yes

No

Don't know / Not sure

Response
percent

Response
count

Yes

57.01%

183

No

20.25%

65

Don't know / Not sure

22.74%

73

Choices

Q13

Q11: If the proposed facilities in the draft masterplan were provided, would you be
more likely to visit the park? (Please select one option only)
Answered: 309

Skipped: 78

13.27%

16.83%

69.90%

Yes

No

Don't know / Not sure

Response
percent

Response
count

Yes

69.90%

216

No

16.83%

52

Don't know / Not sure

13.27%

41

Choices

Q14

Q12: To what extent do you support or oppose the location and layout of facilities
within the draft masterplan? (Please select one option only)
Answered: 309

Skipped: 78

2.91%
11.33%

34.63%

6.80%

14.89%

29.45%

Strongly support
Tend to oppose

Tend to support
Strongly oppose

Neither support nor oppose
Don't know / Not sure

Response
percent

Response
count

Strongly support

34.63%

107

Tend to support

29.45%

91

Neither support nor oppose

14.89%

46

Tend to oppose

6.80%

21

Strongly oppose

11.33%

35

2.91%

9

Choices

Don't know / Not sure

Q15

Please say why. (Please type in your answer)
Answered: 51

Skipped: 336

1. There are proposals to extend the car parks, therefore encouraging car use to get to the
facilities.
2. Building on green belt land. I mistakenly thought that green belt land was sacrosanct. Extra
car parking will attract extra traffic to the surrounding area
3. I couldn't see anything about extending existing playground or developing a new
playground, similar to Swan Lane or Friary parks. The plan only proposes a tiny toddler area
and nothing for primary school age group children. I have two kids with age of 7 and 4. I
don't understand the need for new football pitches, there are already modern ones there.
4. Building extra car parking on the green belt for the facilities will increase the traffic in the
surrounding area.
5. It will ruin one of my favourite places in Barnet.
6. Don't need this to be physically active. It is a personal decision and I do it without more
concrete and buildings
7. This is an open space and should be kept as such not sub-divided into smaller spaces and
car parks. Where is the demand in the local area for these developments? The Ark
Academy promised that their facilities would be available for community use.
8. As previously stated - the skate park should be well away from the back of the residential
properties on Grasvenor Avenue and Fairfield way.
9. The building will take away the open space which is what we value. The outdoor activities
are ok.
10. I do not think that the large grass playing area should be split into playing pitches. I believe
the sports hub could be better situated so as not to take space away from the field area.
11. Explained earlier.
12. Bring back the Towns number one asset. Barnet FC
13. I’m sorry that you are spreading all the proposed building over so wide an area
14. I don't want a skate / BMX park full of anti-social chavs next to my house. That's what will
happen and there are no police or other authorities around to stop it. Build it next to the
Councillors houses and see how they like it.
15. This park is enjoyed by local people as it is. The presence of café, sports halls, skate parks
etc will mean late night disturbances for the people who live around this park.
16. Keep our green spaces raw and wild as they are. We need them for a healthy life and for our
mental health. The more you 'manicure' our wild spaces, the more we cant escape from
this concrete jungle. please leave the parks and green spaces alone. All we ask is for them
to be cleaned and litter free.
17. becuase
18. I don't use parks
19. I have one leg
20. i like it how it is
21. No Go-kart track option
22. The skate park should be relocated from the close proximity of houses. As it is being part
funded by the redevelopment of the dollis valley estate it should be moved over to the
other side of Barnet lane and with easy excess to dollis valley residents. There is plenty of
space there.
23. As before it is the placing of skate park behind residential housing. Its not fair on local
residents.
24. Until more provision is put forward for a nature wildlife lead plan I think this idea will ruin this
area. We need to engage more children with wildlife, build a wildlife reserve with a learning
centre attached.

25. because it takes up to much land we need to preserve all our green land..
26. I am only opposed to the positioning of the skate area. I think overall the improved facilities
are a good thing.
27. We need to keep the green playing fields leave them alone
28. This is a collective response on behalf of the Barnet Society. Our full response is being
submitted directly to the Council and SLC.
29. The car parks, buildings and some of the sports facilities are completely unsuitabile for a
green belt site. If community grounds have been lost from the Dollis Estate, why was this
not adequately considered at the time of redevelopment.
30. We have enough noise with bikes going around, no one seems to care or notice, who is
going to be around at night when all this is going on.
31. The proposed changes will have a detrimental effect on nearby residents, walkers and dog
walkers and especially the elderly and disabled.
32. Don't take our green belt
33. There are plenty of football pitches already. I don't understand why we can't support other
sports such as cricket netball, volleyball etc. There are plenty of underused cafes in the
Barnet area, and as an increasingly obese society we should dissociate leisure with eating.
The long term outcome for Park cafes is fast food outlets, which would be a large step in
the wrong direction.
34. The junior pitches are far too close to the residential gardens which they don’t need to be,
there is enough space to amend where they are slightly.
35. They are in the middle of a beautiful open space completely spoiling the natural feel of the
green belt. It is uplifting to walk around this area because it is open without buildings.
36. 1.Skate park will cause noise disturbance to nearby houses. Could you swop this with
toddler area? This would put play areas adjacent, easier for parents and more usable for
children. 2.Parking 1 by academy- existing is very narrow, one car turning blocks. Extension
would be around blind corner causing queues, pollution-- very dangerous to pedestrians
esp kids using play areas. Community hub could be moved further into park/ Swung round
to widen, separating pedestrians and cars. 3.Proposed extra path between junior pitches is
unnecessary. Cant we just walk over the grass or have a simple footpath (cycling
elsewhere).
37. 1. Support cafe and toilets but this building is too obtrusive esp climbing means high. We
were promised community use of ARk gym facilities--what is happening about this? 2.Skate
park still too close to housing though improved. Why not site toddler play next to
adventures and move skate park here? 3. Too many and too wide paths and cycle ways.
Drop new path housing side of land by playgrounds and new path between pitches --we can
walk over the grass! $. Parking extension 1 needs to be wider and separate traffic lanes and
pedestrians
38. If it goes the same way as the astro turf football pitches it will be used purely for clubs and
not be available to local residents. Create more bus routes that go to the facility instead of
more car parking spaces. In a time where London is introducing charges on many people
for driving their cars we as a borough want to essentially encourage people to drive to the
park?
39. What’s wrong with using your imagination and doing activities that aren’t managed. Cycling
walking running going over the fields to kick a ball about have a game of cricket or rounders
without a planed structured pitch LEAVE OUR OPEN SPACES ALONE
40. As I have already stated the location is not suitable for such a large development. It would
completely ruin an already well used local amenity. There are far too many sports facilities
on offer and far too many buildings planned. What was a glorious open space will simply
disappear.
41. Want open space and peace and quite.
42. lack of initial consultation with local residents. Consultation meetings only during working
day, with no opportunity for those unable to leave work to have their say.
43. Important to.improve the open.space and not build indoor facilities on.it.
44. As previously answered to the question I believe theSkatepark should be located away from
all residential housing.

45. I feel the skatepark is in the wrong location, it should be near the sports hub and well away
from residential properties.
46. I strongly object to the fencing, artificial surfaces, parking for 66 cars, street and
floodlighting which detract from the open Green Belt and adversely affect wildlife.
47. Extreme loss of open space
48. BSi and building regs are not followed in this draft to include all people of all ages and
abilities
49. Because we want to keep it the way it is.
50. Increased noise, lack of supervision, possible more antisocial behaviour and vandalism.
Currently a peaceful enjoyable natural area. Too much development will ruin this.
51. Building on green belt land shouldn’t be permitted, future generations will never be able to
reclaim this space once a precedent has been set to build on protected land.

Q16

Do you have any additional comments? (Please type in your answer)
Answered: 79

Skipped: 308

1. Glad no traffic access in Grasvenor Avenue. Congestion already bad and with the wretched
school, will be worse.
2. I am concerned about anti-social behaviour with the park being freely open all night. What
extra security measures will there be?
3. just develop something similar to Swan Lane or Friary park.
4. Leave our green space alone !
5. There have been sporting facilities previously that the council has failed to maintain or
support. (3 pavillions; an adventure playground; Stationers football club; cricket squares;
football pitches etc). Why move a sports club half way across the borough when children
are involved? A previous plan failed because it was not supported by the local community
because of the infringement on green belt land.
6. Please see comments earlier regarding the proposed cycle path around the Gaelic Football
pitches.
7. There are large areas of parking proposed. It is clear that these are for the new SCHOOL.,
which is very inadequately provided for in parking facilities. This is not a community facility
for green belt development. Take it elsewhere.
8. there isn't any playground in the plan for younger children.
9. Provide a diving pool for Barnet residents. Fix the wrong and make it right.
10. too much green belt being taken up Skate park brings gangs!!
11. Build tennis courts
12. I am concerned that extra parking is being proposed at two locations when we should be
encouraging the use of bicycles and public transport. I would like to see that there are
protected natural areas for wildlife. I am concerned about the possibility of noise and
increased car parking next to the existing disabled riding centre which may impact the
service they already deliver.
13. This looks a good use of the area
14. All is great except for the gaelic football pitches. They should be cheap to hire cricket
pitches
15. It sounds great, please include somewhere for dogs though!
16. Why Gailic Football
17. There is research showing football fields in school exclude young females from spaces, not
because they do not enjoy group activities such as football, but due to exclusion from the
boys' groups. A space that allowed for less male-dominant activities would promote equal
access to space use. I think this applies here and it would be awesome to have space for
developing arts, programming, projects like a local newspaper, like a little innovation hub
for young people.
18. I work for a youth service and feel the development of this park would be a great location
for the young people to come to in order to access the facilities and sports areas
19. how do the facilities proposed impact on the new facilities at Unitas Youth Zone, is this a
east version of same?
20. The provision (indoor and outdoor) will need to be integrated with or co-ordinated with
those provided by the most local schools ( primarily the Totteridge and Ark Academies ).
21. Are there any cycle parking spaces provided in the car park? What about electric vehicle
parking?
22. I believe it would bring the community together, and offer more physical activity.
23. as above.

24. I really like the fact that the proposals maintain much of the open space of our current
playing fields which I feel is very important. A cycle route would enhance the facilities we
already have and make them safer, as currently both cyclists and pedestrians use the
footpaths. I also strongly support the provision of adventurous play' facilities for older
children. This is very lacking in the LBB local area and would help to get older kids
exercising and outdoors.
25. It's a great location, there are not really any facilities in this area at all for teenage children
26. no
27. I feel like the area below the outdoor gym and multi-game area which will be occupied by
two of the four juniors football pitches should not be occupied by them as people like to use
that area for recreational use and if its occupied by pitches it would be unusable
28. PUT OUTDOOR GYM PLEASE
29. I would like to see locally established sports clubs be involved in the use of these new
facilities - like the local table tennis centre. These clubs are the back bone of sport and
leisure in Barnet currently and should be supported in every way
30. A studium for Barnet football club should be included in the plans.
31. Can you build me a GO-kart track ? plz
32. I would like the cafe to be a bit big and the toilets be available for use even if you haven't
bought from the cafe. The area for teenagers would be nice to have and for it to have
swings. :)
33. are you making another youth club, theres too many
34. The skate park will attract anti social behaviour and drugs. We can here it all through the
night summer and winter with screams and shouting and the occasional motor bike or
scooter being ridden around the park.
35. You need to wake up to the news reports of global warming. Building more carparks over
open space is a dumb and easy option. From a plan as put forward it looks good to a
human eye with all the benefits but not any good to support nature, wildlife and global
warming.
36. I cycle along the Dollis Valley path to reach High Barnet and although some bits of the path
have been redesigned for cyclists and pedestrians, other bits need some redevelopment
37. As above
38. I support if there is less space dedicated to football. Again this is far too much space
dedicated to only football.
39. Tennis courts
40. I would be less likely to visit the park if this plan was implemented.
41. I believe that because there are more advanced equipment, more and more people will
come.
42. because there's separate places to go which makes it easy
43. The infrastructure that is already impacted by ARK will come under further pressure by this
development and traffic problems are well known in the area.
44. There should be provision for athletics/running
45. I've said it already!!! Leave the area as it is. Keep off the grass!!!!!!!!!!
46. Overall I think that encouraging people to engage with the outdoors is a worthwhile pursuit,
but we should carefully consider how we do this. Destruction of a lovely outdoor space that
is available to everyone however they choose to use it (picnics, rounders etc) to make way
for a rigid structure such as football pitches and a profit driven cafe is a sad departure from
the bequeathed use of the Royal spaces.
47. I feel strongly about the addition of toddler and adventure playgrounds as well as adult
outdoor training areas / trim trails. But there needs to be proper consideration for the
equipment used. These facilities do exist in Barnet but the equipment could be better (the
play areas do not always feel the safest and the outdoor gym areas provide very little in
terms of effective workouts)

48. Please protect the green belt and please do not make spaces for more cars. The more
grass you concrete over the more wildlife is lost and the air becomes more polluted.
49. Please confirm that pitches will not be fenced or floodlit at night. Which will be available for
hire/ casual use?
50. I'd move the skatepark away from local residences as it can prove noisy
51. Still have concerns about security and traffic congestion we seem to be over developing
Barnet and the important things are being ignored. ie over population not enough Dr's
surgeries, over stretched hospital, not enough primary school places, traffic congestion
etc... Etc.... Ect...
52. Barnet is full of kids and around this park, there are many very good schools so lets get the
after school fun too!!.. there is plenty of space ;)
53. please please keep our green spaces and trees. especially opposite grasvenor avenue.
54. No gaelic football
55. When it rains, the ground is sodden. It would be great to make things a bit more walkerfriendly and enable the community to be more active with local sports clubs, particularly for
teens and young people.
56. Again where are activities swings etc for children in wheelchairs all activities are based
around able bodied children
57. This is not at all what is needed at the moment and as I said before feels like a huge waste
of money. Maintain what we already have
58. we do also need to invest in what is already there, The old rec playground do also need
refurbishment....
59. Additional car parking is not necessary.
60. Said it all already
61. Barnet currently lacks facilities for young people in the High Barnet area and the new
UNITAS centre is not accessible for the many young people in this area. This will re-balance
the provision in the borough and provide a replacement for the Rainbow Centre and Barnet
Community Projects.which will be homeless as part of the current redevelopment project.
The master plan will also open up a much wider opportunity for healthy exercise for young
and older people alike in this area and provide a meeting place with the addition of a cafe
for all
62. There is no indication of summers sports on the site, for example cricket. This is despite
there being existing cricket wickets. Paths should be limited to the periphery of the playing
fields rather than dissecting it. The paths limits the opportunity to shift pitches to avoid
wear and tear of the same areas of land. Similarly the area of what appears
grassland/shrub in between the Gaelic Football pitches would also limit where these pitches
could be marked thereby not protecting them from significant wear and tear.
63. The overall layout seems to make sense, improving the use and functionality of the space.
The planting of trees through the middle however seems an unnecessary division of the
open space
64. I would like to see clear separation of the cycle and pedestrian paths with adequate signs.
The current layout of the Dollis Valley walk does not work well as there is not enough
signage to show that the cycle path is not for walkers. I would also like to see the trees
planned to boarder the path through the middle of the park to be either small trees with a
height restriction or removed plans as they have the potential to close off the view from the
houses that boarder the park.
65. Sand pit/ water fountain for toddlers would be great!
66. I would only use the facilities more if there were safer routes to cycle to them.
67. i oppose extending the car park and building a skate park. There are already lots spaces for
cars at the moment.
68. I have concerns about the impact of the gaelic football pitches on the operation of the
Stables Horse Activity Centre next door, particularly during construction of the pavilion and
cycle paths. I also have concerns about the proximity of the cycle paths to the boundary
between King George V playing fields and the Stables as this may impact our ability to
safely offer riding opportunities to our disabled clients. Similarly, an increase in the number
of parking spaces on that site and increased traffic may negatively impact our service.

69. Just my previous comment re parking.
70. The need for these facilities is unproven. Sports and recreational facilities that have been
built elsewhere along the Dollis valley, and at Tudor Park have been under-used and left to
decay.
71. Don’t want to lose the park to a car park
72. the park needs to be available for all ages, and ranges of abilities.
73. As long as a basketball court is built relatively soon I do not mind.
74. To be active I need good air. It is awful to have to be active in the exhaust fumes of the
cars. I would love to do more walking, if I lived closer to greens to which I could walk from
my home. I will move into the area and could walk to this park. I don't wish to have
everything sealed as it is happening in Colindale where with the house and office building
activities more and more tiny 'green lungs' in area get lost. Since Unitas in the the playing
fields there, the result is that adults bring their kids and teens by car. This shouldn't be
encouraged. We need to encourage people to move on foot, by bike and use public
transport as much as they can. When everybody is just dropping their kids by car at school,
at the spare time activities, that's neither healthy for these people who move less and less
nor for the people who wish to walk and have to deal with the increasing traffic and the
decreasing greens.
75. The layout looks superb and has good facilities for a lot of different outdoor and indoor
sports and fitness for all ages
76. The residents need to be involved in improving the plans before they go to committee
77. The footpaths are not along the line of the existing public right of way, but a soft surfaced
path where it can now be muddy will be popular. It is not clear whether the path will continue
to come in through Priory Grove, which would be essential.
78. Putting the park to good use.
79. With the removal of buildings I would support use of the open areas for activities.

Q17

Q13: Overall, to what extent do you support or oppose the draft masterplan? (Please
select one option only)
Answered: 307

Skipped: 80
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Don't know / Not sure
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Please say why. (Please type in your answer)
Answered: 45

Skipped: 342

1. As above. building on the green belt, attracting extra traffic to the arera.
2. The plan only proposes a tiny toddler area and nothing for primary school age group
children. I have two kids with age of 7 and 4. I don't understand the need for new football
pitches, there are already modern ones there.
3. Building on the green belt. Extra traffic in the area. The plan does not say if the any of the
facilities will have floodlighting, especially the Gaelic football pitches, increasing light
pollution.
4. I have been visiting here since a child, I come here to get peace. It won’t be that place for
me if this plan goes ahead. It makes no sense to me why you need another one of these
when you’re already building one in new Barnet? This is not the right location.
5. Greenspace and trees and peace and quiet with nature is therapy. Don't "commercialise" it
!
6. See previous comments
7. Green belt development should be for people to have better access to nature and space
for activities, not tarmac car parks and buildings.
8. I see this as an erosion of green belt land. This area is used by a wide variety of wildlife.
9. Add in a deep water pool.
10. Explained earlier.
11. Sight should be for Barnet FC
12. Unhappy about skate park noise.
13. We currently have a nice quiet park with sporting and exercise facilities. This plan is
cramming in all kinds of things that will benefit non residents while making our lives less
pleasant and having yet more traffic. I would support a couple of the proposals but as usual
it's a massive development.
14. This park is enjoyed by the local people as it is.
15. Keep our green spaces raw and wild as they are. We need them for a healthy life and for our
mental health. The more you 'manicure' our wild spaces, the more we cant escape from
this concrete jungle. please leave the parks and green spaces alone. All we ask is for them
to be cleaned and litter free.
16. I think the plan should incorporate Barnet FC alongside these facilities
17. A studium for Barnet football club should be included in the plans.
18. Destroys the natural view and habitat
19. i like it how it is
20. because
21. I have lived in grasvenor avenue for 40 years and not once seen a park warden on patrol in
the park. At least 25 years ago the council redeveloped the swing area ( which is now the
wooded area ) it lasted a year and it was wrecked . If you visit the area you can still see the
ruined swings.
22. because it is building and useing up too much of our green land..
23. Leave the fields alone
24. This is a collective response on behalf of the Barnet Society. Our full response is being
submitted directly to the Council and SLC.
25. same comments as for Q12
26. go away leave us in peace
27. See above

28. Pitches are too close to foot path
29. Do not build on the Green Belt - please relocate the hub and do not build more paths,
more car parks please keep it as natural as possible and do not turn it into a suburban park
30. If above Layout problems addressed I would be happy to support the improvements. This
needs to be primarily a natural, green area with sensitively planned sports areas
31. Cos i dont want gaelic football
32. Again because there’s no wheelchair swings etc
33. See comments on layout--not against if these are rethought
34. It's a waste of money
35. Additional car parking is not necessary
36. Said said said
37. I have already explained my objections. The Council seems to be on a mission to get local
residents to engage in some sort of physical activity. Why? This is not the remit or purpose
of a local Council. The local Council's job is to plan for and provide a breadth of local
services and to spend taxpayers' money responsibly, not to focus on a minority interest.
Perhaps the Council should concentrate on going back to basics.
38. Impact on traffic will be terrible. Lack of consultation. unconvinced there is enough for 14 to
18 year olds. Worried it becomes a hang out for gang type groups. How will it be 'policed' to
stop becoming run down very quickly? Don't think Gaelic games will appeal to enough local
residents
39. No Gaelic football please. Minority sport and there is more inclusive use of space
40. Dont want large buildings on.an.open space.
41. The playing fields are within the Green Belt, which Barnet Council, the Mayor of London and
the Government are all committed not to build on – and which the Barnet Society was
founded to protect
42. Car park and buildings on park and green space. No no no no
43. Because I believe the Gaelic football pitches to be a complete waste of resources when
there are other sports facilities such as cricket that will be far more beneficial
44. Disruption to a peaceful location. Clatter of skateboards has an impact on local residents
as proposed site is near to housing. We will not be able to sit in our garden in peace.
45. Cannot support in any format when there is building on green belt land.

Q19

Do you have any additional comments? (Please type in your answer)
Answered: 47

Skipped: 340

1. Plan looks great but why have you placed a new 66 space car park right in the middle of the
site? If you must add more parking, it should be kept to the edge of the park with a small
number of disabled spaces retained near the Sports Hub. This will keep vehicles away from
people using the park which will preserve the tranquility and air quality of the site.
2. This is not an improvement of the fields, this is an attempt to hoodwink the people of
Barnet, not the borough that this plan is in their interest. The council are trying to get
revenue in at any cost. Building on the fields will not improve the playing fields.
3. Hands off our greenbelt !
4. Please see comments earlier regarding the proposed cycle path around the Gaelic Football
pitches.
5. Arc Academy said their facilities would be for community use, so where is this aspect? They
can house the building and cafe facilities.
6. there is too many football pitches proposed, i would ask to develop a playground for
younger children.
7. Provide what’s missing in the Borough
8. This is exactly ther sort of inspriational regeneration that is needed in the area
9. I would also like to know that none of the proposed pitches will be astro-turfed as this could
result in increased flooding in an area which is already susceptible to flooding in bad
weather. This would also have a negative environmental impact. I would like to see
increased tree planting in line with the government's intention to plant more trees to help
combat climate change.
10. Don’t forget the splash park!
11. As above
12.
13. Very sad to see the extent of this development and very concerned by the effect on nature
and wildlife. There are many beautiful mature trees on the boundary adjacent to Car Park 1:
the trees were inadequately safeguarded during the development of the Hadley Wood
Sports Trust field, with the result that several have died or are in a poor way.
14. Anything that does not remove valuable football pitches will get support
15. My highest priority is the provision of effective provision to serve the local community,
particularly the most deprived residents. Accessibility from eg The Dollis Valley estate will
be very important.
16. I am uneasy at the idea of a skate park
17. as above
18. The playing fields used to be used for football in winter and cricket in summer and the
proposals continue this tradition. As a local resident I would like to maintain the character
of our fields ie as much green space as possible which can be utilised. I don't believe there
should be anymore concrete.
19. no
20. OUTDOOR GYM PLEASE
21. A studium for Barnet football club should be included in the plans.
22. no
23. Make a big Cafe.
24. Just a little bothered about the skateboard park as it will tend to be used by older teenagers
who can get a bit boisterous and out of hand ( drugs, bad language etc.) Parents with
younger children will then start avoiding the area. On the plus side it will get them active
and away from large screens.

25. Cafe, tennis courts,
26. Tennis courts needed
27. See my letter to my MP
28. Woodside park has a zip line which children appear to love. We have also seen areas that
have water play during summer months, such as Highbury Fields playground. Children of all
ages (from toddler through to pre-teens) seem to have a really great time playing
together.
29. Please do not put fences around everything it stops people playing and walking in the area
and prevents wildlife from moving around. Also do not want more floodlights on the Green
Belt.
30. Think about traffic congestion in the area. It's already a problem Security security security
31. Adding Splash park and soft play would be complete ;)
32. Parking traffic noise for local residents also at night kids hanging round drinking and doing
drugs already. This could make it worse
33. Especially older play area - there are none in Barnet for tweens/teens apart from at Trent
Park!
34. As long as there is a BMX track!
35. I preferred the previous draft over this one, however, I can see that the majority of the
facilities are unchanged. If I'm being totally honest, I just want to see something built so I
can take my 3 year old there.
36. I have some concerns about the provision of parking and the potential impact on the
surrounding residential roads if there is not enough. With non parking restricted roads such
as Grasvenor Avenue and Western Way boardering the park there could be a significant
increase on short term parking in a residential area. The impact on surrounding roads,
especially the junctions with Fairfield Avenue and the A1000 , that is already complicated
and congested could be difficult to manage. This is also a concern with the discussions on
development on the TFL land that will have huge impact on the same roads.
37. The plans add to the local community and overall I am happy to support the development. I
have some concerns that enough parking is supplied in order to prevent an overspill into
the surrounding residential streets such as Grasvenor Avenue and Western Way.
38. I think there are too many football pitches proposed, there are already two big football
pitches. Instead council should improve the park for toddler age and install more outdoor
gym facilities, toilets.
39. I approve of the increased sporting facilities as long as they have very minimal impact on
the natural environment, they are disabled friendly and they do not impact on the
operation of the Stables Horse Activity Centre. I would very much appreciate conversations
before construction adjacent to our site begins.
40. No attempt has been made to devise an overall plan for the area that makes best use of
facilities in The Totteridge and Ark Pioneer Academies, the Table Tennis Centre, Hadley
Wood Trust and the old cricket pavilion.
41. Like the improved security measures - safer for children.
42. See below, same here. I would prefer keeping sealing grounds for buildings at a minimum,
like the skating facilities and playgrounds. When there are existing buildings into which the
activity offers can be offered, these don't need to be at the park. Else only people will do
like at Unitas and drop kids by car, which will decrease the recreational value of the park as
a park where one expects a certain degree of nature and cleaner air than in the rest of the
town.
43. On the whole this looks pretty good. Priorities for me are not cutting down any trees. And
please don't tarmac it all. If there must be a car park, I would advocate for non-tarmac
environmentally friendly alternatives with water permeable materials.
44. The plans need to be corrected to ensure that this will be an improvement for the
community and not a burden for the taxpayer when it has to be corrected and rebuilt
45. Do we need all the extra car parking, especially extra spaces 1? There is good public
transport. With the proposed link to the Ark Academy, their car park could be used at
weekends for sporting events. Will their pitches be available for others to use?

46. Because people need more things to do than probably playing video games.
47. With the removal of buildings I would support use of the open areas for activities.

Q20

Q14: Do you think there is anything missing from the draft masterplan? (Please select
one option only)
Answered: 295

Skipped: 92
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Please specify. (Please type in your answer)
Answered: 102

Skipped: 285

1. Indoor swimming pool!
2. More detail on extra security measures to combat anti-social behaviour
3. 1 There is a 'Cycling Pedestrian' access to the part by the Ark Academy but the path this
connects to is 2m pedestrian. There should be a clear 3m North/South cylceway between
this gate and the Dollis Valley route. 2 No cycle stands are shown on the plan. These should
be included near all main facilities.
4. playground for primary school age group children.
5. The option to scap the "masterplan"
6. Undeveloped green open spaces.
7. Splash park
8. Outdoor gym in west Hendon playing fields Improved safety inside west Hendon playing
fields
9. playground, tennis court, flower garden.
10. Swimming pool
11. A deep water pool
12. cameras
13. Provide less formal area for wildlife
14. Tennis courts
15. I would like to see the addition of undisturbed natural areas and more tree planting.
16. Cricket pitches. rugby pitches perhaps. A swimming pool.
17. A specific dog area with high fencing so dogs can be let off the lead. Some agility
equipment would be great too. These are very popular with dog owners and are in high
demand.
18. A splash park-see previous answer!
19. I am completing this form on behalf of Hendon & Mill Hill Hockey Club. We are currently the
only hockey club based in Barnet, our current "home" is under threat and there are no
hockey facilities within the borough that are suitable for hockey. We urge you to consider
including an astroturf pitch that is suitable for hockey. 3G/4G pitches are not suitable for
Hockey, England Hockey do not allow adult hockey to be played on them. If our club folds
then there will be no provision for adult or junior hockey in Barnt at all. Within our club
family, we have around 100 members including a thriving junior section. it would be a real
shame if this were to move out of Barnet. Please email me on hmhhockey@gmail.com for
more information.
20. Fit for purpose stadium for Barnet FC
21. A paddling pool and a space to interact with the nature in a non-structured way. An indoor
space that could be freely used by young people to develop their own ideas and connect
with others, and well managed with creative projects and workshops
22. gaelic pitches that are flood lit astro turf to allow winter training
23. A football pavilion the same a the Gaelic one
24. Cricket nets
25. Beach Volleyball
26. Splashpark (as mentioned previously).
27. stronger emphasis on community facilities hubs for meetings, running local services similar
to Rainbow Centre at the moment
28. Consideration for residents and appropriateness of the development for the area.

29. We will need to see how the finances work. There is no point in developing a state of the art
community sports hub, if the costs for using it ( for both groups and residents ) will be
prohibitive.
30. Tennis courts
31. No plan for funding required for this project
32. Outdoor tennis facilities
33. Perhaps an adult pitch.
34. Maybe outdoor pool
35. Mountain Bike Dirt Jumps. Parkour Gym.
36. Any lighting for around the play areas.
37. Swimming facilities
38. starbucks and a statue of FAN GAND
39. Barnet FC
40. Perhaps a large area which people can relax in, fly kites or RC planes etc.
41. GYM PLEASE
42. Dedicated indoor facilities which would assist local martial art club, giving the opportunity to
have yoga, Pilates and other May based leisure activities for the whole community
43. A studium for Barnet football club should be included in the plans.
44. vr room, gaming room, a small loan of a million dollars to any charity we want
45. an good basketball court
46. there should be a basketball court
47. a place within the park that will be the same
48. Go-kart track
49. food areas e.g small food trucks etc.
50. a library
51. The removal of the skate park. You have listened to the new head of the Ark Academy but
where are you listening to local residents
52. More wildlife nature supporting features.
53. Provision for a small athletics facility - would be ideally situated between Copthall Sports
arenas and Enfield.
54. I refer to my previous comments
55. Tennis courts
56. Tennis court
57. Tennis courts
58. Tennis courts
59. Would like tennis courts
60. Tennis courts
61. Bicycle route to Ark Academy Bicycle parking for playing fields users
62. Tennis courts
63. Fields
64. Zipline
65. Running track
66. emphasis on sports and accessibility without relience on car usage

67. Wildlife and local residents seem to have been forgotten. LIght pollution and rubbish and
noise look to be the least considered part of the plan.
68. Swimming pool
69. Swimming of some sort
70. Although specific equipment is listed in the draft plan my children love the zip wire
(Woodside Park) and Water Play (Highbury Fields) and it would be great to see something
similar in the Masterplan. Play equipment also needs to feel safer than existing play areas
in the area and the flooring is essential as this also isn't great in existing areas. Regarding
outdoor gym area my husband and I have previously lived outside the borough and seen
great areas in Primrose Hill, Hampstead Heath and Royal Oak. With the right equipment
these can a true asset to the community and provide effective training areas for very little
outlay (and is then free for the public to use over the longer term)
71. Single multi sport area insufficient? Could you provide 2 using pitch are below?
72. Adequate car parking space. This needs to be managed so it is not abused by local
businesses not using the facilities
73. Netball Court Cricket ground.
74. Small Toddlers splash park PLEASE
75. Splash park and soft place
76. It doesn't look like there's any lighting specified for the paths between the pitches - I'm
guessing those will be floodlit. In darker months, walkers tend to feel less safe in parks that
aren't brightly lit.
77. Provision of additional lighting around the path encircling the proposed gaelic pitches. there
is mention of St Kiernans club making use of the gaelic pitches, but which other clubs are
earmarked to use the other pitches facilities? I could potentially see this site as a great
base for an athletics / community jogging club.
78. Swings sensory area and more facilities that disabled wheelchair users can access it’s
unfair that it’s based around able bodied children
79. There is no swings or activities for disabled children in wheelchairs and next to nothing for
them to participate in. I thought this was a community project but obviously children in
wheelchairs are not part of the community seeing as this whole venture is not accessible to
them
80. A large plaque reminding us how the local council removed Barnet FC from the borough of
Barnet. That was one of the best ways to encourage young people to be physically active.
Young children for years would go watch Barnet FC and then afterwards use the park,
regardless of how much fancy concrete had been laid about. It is a joke that you try and
make us believe you care what local residents think
81. a swimming pool. a netball pitch to promote sports for girls. a cricket pitch???
82. NATURE
83. There is a huge focus on football - what about other team sports such as netball, hockey,
tennis, badminton etc..
84. Cafe, Toilet & Outdoor Swimming Pool Apologies if I may have missed these on the map.
85. How the use will be monitored and stop it becoming covered in graffiti and used as a hang
out site for gangs of youths. What is your assessment of the traffic flows at different times.
86. 5g football pitches
87. Clear segregation that is clearly marked between cycle and pedestrian pathways.
88. Area for people with disabilities Better protection of green space / wildlife
89. Wild flowers, flower beds and trees.
90. BMX park location needs to have 3m wide cycling access (connect the Priory Grove
entrance to other cycle routes) . Location and quantity of cycle parking spaces. Lighting of
cycle routes is not clear on the plan - is it the orange dots?
91. toddler age group playground. the proposed playground is too small.
92. Picnic areas

93. Splash park
94. The money advice service currently based at the Rainbow Centre is expanding. Thanks to
Barnet Homes, we are able to pay to train and provide resources for two additional
advisers. For this, we will need two interview rooms. They will need to be large enough to
house a desk, room for three other people, filing cabinets, book case for research material
and leaflet for clients. The room will need windows providing natural light and make
vulnerable people feel safe. For advisers, we will need the door to have a small window, and
the room to have a video camera and a panic button for the advisers. We will also need a
large wall space because we are legally required to prominently display various notices.
95. Water play/splash park as already mentioned.
96. Cricket square
97. Soft play area Badminton courts
98. There is no information in the draft as to what materials will be used in the construction
There are no elevations There are no sizes The draft plans look like a cartoon that a child
drew
99. Cycle parking
100. Indoor gym would come in handy. Swimming pool will be an ultimate dream, but water
sprinklers would do for hot summer days.

Q22

Q15: Please provide any additional comments or feedback that you have here. (Please
type in your answer)
Answered: 54

Skipped: 333

1. Leave it alone !
2. too much football pitches but no playground.
3. Stop doing these rubbish consultations. You never listen and make them way too
complicated to understand.
4. where is the money coming from to build this?
5. As a stakeholder with involvement in the disabled riding facility (The Stables Horse Activity
Centre) I would like assurances and consultation about the impact and timing of building
works and final use to ensure our service is not disrupted.
6. Needs t9 be managed correctly otherwise it will be a disaster
7. My only concern is regarding vandalism which could ruin the facilities for the many
8. Overall very positive plan. Could do with an additional bridge over the brook close to
Western Way perhaps
9. Splash Park please!
10. Maybe sufficient lighting and security to ensure the facilities are not an easy target for
vandals
11.
12. gaelic pitches that are flood lit astro turf to allow winter training
13. Worried about traffic impact of new school next door to site
14. I do have concerns about additional road traffic using Grasvenor Avenue and Sherrards
Way, particularly in view of the school and the fact that the roadway is already heavily used
by cars and the local bus.
15. Barnet Community Projects is an umbrella community group providing a range of services
to residents in the Dollis Valley area. By the time the development is complete we will be
homeless, so we are naturally interested in exploring options for us delivering services out
of the hub.
16. I hope that the additional benefits of bringing people to this part of Barnet will be
understood. The Town Centre has been in decline for some time and as this improves, with
play facilities hopefully it will encourage people to come here more...it's not a long walk or
bus ride to the town. I've two children of different ages and both would get a lot from such a
development. I am conscious that there are houses close to this development and I
wondered if there would be plans to change the access to the park and lock this after a
certain time. This would be a shame as it's nice to be able to run in the park at night, but I
imagine such measures would give residents in the immediate area some assurance that
the park and skate park won't be used as a 'hang out'.
17. A swimming centre would be awesome everyone loves swimming.
18. Generally very excited about regeneration of the playing fields.
19. A brilliant idea to encourage youngsters off of their games consoles and to become more
active
20. GYM PLEASE
21. i feel that it wouldnt need to ebe built upon
22. A studium for Barnet football club should be included in the plans.
23. nice running pathway
24. Make it big.
25. I'm born and bred in barnet I used to play football in the fields don't change it
26. Only concern is if how the park will be maintained. Will the park be cleaned?

27. Further incursion into green belt land due to additional parking area is not mentioned in this
questionnaire
28. All sounds great but the design needs to be contemporary and the facilities well maintained
in the future.
29. THe park works fabulously for me now. I am a healthy user. I pay my taxes, work hard and
relax in the park that has been provided for my use. I stay healthy by being able to use the
park in which ever way I choose, with my friends and family for no additional cost nor impact
on others. JUst how King George wanted it to be.
30. Activities should be free or minimal charges - kids need things to do
31. The outdoor gym equipment has to be right. The current equipment there does not allow
for a challenging workout and is rarely used. Good examples of existing set ups in London
include Royal Oak (very new, equipment supplied by Kenguru Pro), Primrose Hill and
Kennington Park
32. Please leave the space as it is. I don't object to the Gaelic football area but think the hub
should be placed in the same area so all the buildings are grouped together.
33. It's great to see improvements but you need to think about the logistics and the residents
in that area. This could be a magnet for anti - social behaviour at night. So we need
assurances that there will be 24 hour security in place
34. Well done for having some good ideas but if you are making it, consider the above.. wont
hopefully break the bank and the soft place will bring some job opportunities and income;)
35. No gaelic football !
36. Have some mid week evening feedback sessions where people who work and pay taxes can
come and tell you what they think
37. SAID ALREADY
38. Brilliant plan - especially BMX. Please go ahead.
39. Dog bins and regular bins
40. Will any provision be made for seperation of cylists from pedestrians, e.g. different colour
paths or line separation. As a cyclist it is very difficult to use joint paths especially when
pedestrians take over the whole path (walking four-abreast), or wander from one side of the
path to another. Clear lines/colours help in ensuring space is seperated.
41. The considerable loss of playing field will need to be justified or mitigation provided and the
mix of facilities should be meet current and future identified needs.
42. Overall development and investment in the area is a positive thing. I think the plans offer
opportunities for community involvement and wellness that should be embraced by the
local area. I do understand concerns about anti social behaviour and hope that the council
are able to find ways to ensure that the area is safe and secure for residents and users of
the park. One of the most attractive things about the area is the open space that it
provides both for residents and the wildlife. Parrots, Herons and owls are amongst the
fantastic birds that can be seen using the park and plans must secure their habitats as well
as give the human facilities. Please reconsider the planting of tall trees through the centre
of the park to maintain the open space feel for local residents.
43. Better resolution of the plan to be able to see what the facilities and where you plan.
44. Area for health check
45. No detailed plans were provided for this questionnaire, although it refers to
1089_162_BK_Access and Circulation Plan.
46. I like to see park like Fairy park, Swan lane, not a slab of concrete skating park, or extended
car park. As there is a stream nearby, natural habitants must be protected and preserved.
47. See previous answers.
48. The plan would provide much needed facilities for young people whose options are very
limited in Barnet.
49. Many clients seeking money advice do not own vehicles and do not have access to anyone
to transport them. Therefore, it would be helpful to divert the bus route down Barnet Lane.
We do not want to find that we have a fabulous new building that is inaccessible to the
people who need it most.

50. Would like to have a separate dog walking area with strict rules on leaving mess behind and
supervising the dogs properly.
51. It doesn't have to be all in one place just for the convenience of people. Buildings need to
be kept at a minimum in our parks else they lose their park character. Playgrounds are fine,
but indoor offers shouldn't be build in the park itself, but exist in a building existing close to
the park or on another place. I am very glad about anything that is a golf place, because at
least that won't be asphalted. When it remains as green as Hampstead Heath Extension
with the playing fields there and the plenty of powerful trees, I would be at least for the
playground and skating facilities, if the other activities meant that the place would be
sealed a lot, I would be against those. Then I wouldn't wish to visit the park.
52. when will the residents be able to view the updated plans before they go to the Planning
Committee
53. This area is really in need of a playground for children. The plans for the adventure area for
the older kids are not very clear- I would like to see a bit more info about what will be
included and I would hope it will have some play equipment
54. Overall a good proposal.

Q23

Q16: Do you live: (Please select one option only)
Answered: 307

Skipped: 80

4.23%
4.89%

23.45%

67.43%

Locally (within 15 minutes walking distance)
In another London Borough

Not local but in the borough of Barnet

Other (Please specify)

Response
percent

Response
count

Locally (within 15 minutes walking distance)

67.43%

207

Not local but in the borough of Barnet

23.45%

72

In another London Borough

4.89%

15

Other (Please specify)

4.23%

13

Choices

1. New Barnet, but visiting often for walks, runs, playground, etc
2. Herts
3. work in borough, family in borough but live out of borough
4. I don't even live near our school.
5. barnet
6. Herts
7. This is a collective response on behalf of the Barnet Society.
8. Within 30 seconds walk...
9. In Western Way next to the park
10.

11.
12. I will live locally within 30 minutes walking distance.
13.

Q24

Q17: In which age group do you fall? (Please select one option only)
Answered: 307

Skipped: 80

6.19%
1.95%
6.51%

27.04%

10.42%

3.58%
1.30%

14.01%

9.77%
19.22%

Under 16
55 - 64

16 - 17
65 - 74

18 - 24
75+

25 - 34
Prefer not to say

35 - 44

45 - 54

Response
percent

Response
count

27.04%

83

16 - 17

3.58%

11

18 - 24

1.30%

4

25 - 34

9.77%

30

35 - 44

19.22%

59

45 - 54

14.01%

43

55 - 64

10.42%

32

65 - 74

6.51%

20

75+

1.95%

6

Prefer not to say

6.19%

19

Choices

Under 16

Q25

Q18: Are you: (Please select one option only)
Answered: 307

Skipped: 80

7.82%

47.56%

44.63%

Male

Female

Prefer not to say

Response
percent

Response
count

Male

47.56%

146

Female

44.63%

137

7.82%

24

Choices

Prefer not to say

Q26

Q19: What is your ethnic origin? (Please select one option only)
Answered: 307

Skipped: 80

0.98%
14.33%

0.98%
2.28%
1.30%

11.07%

3.58%
1.30%

1.30%

1.63%

3.58%

0.98%

2.28%

1.63%
1.63%
0.33%
50.81%

Asian / Asian British: Bangladeshi
Asian / Asian British: Indian

Asian / Asian British: Chinese
Asian / Asian British: Pakistani

Black / African / Caribbean / Black British: African
Black / African / Caribbean / Black British: Black British
Black / African / Caribbean / Black British: Caribbean
Mixed / Multiple ethnic groups: White and Asian
Mixed / Multiple ethnic groups: White and Black African
Mixed / Multiple ethnic groups: White and Black Caribbean
Other ethnic group: Arab
White: Irish

White: British

White: Turkish / Turkish Cypriot

Other (Please specify)

White: Greek / Greek Cypriot
Prefer not to say

Response
percent

Response
count

Asian / Asian British: Bangladeshi

0.98%

3

Asian / Asian British: Chinese

0.98%

3

Asian / Asian British: Indian

2.28%

7

Asian / Asian British: Pakistani

1.30%

4

Black / African / Caribbean / Black British: African

3.58%

11

Black / African / Caribbean / Black British: Black British

1.30%

4

Black / African / Caribbean / Black British: Caribbean

1.63%

5

Mixed / Multiple ethnic groups: White and Asian

0.98%

3

Mixed / Multiple ethnic groups: White and Black African

1.63%

5

Mixed / Multiple ethnic groups: White and Black Caribbean

1.63%

5

Other ethnic group: Arab

0.33%

1

50.81%

156

White: Greek / Greek Cypriot

2.28%

7

White: Irish

3.58%

11

White: Turkish / Turkish Cypriot

1.30%

4

Prefer not to say

11.07%

34

Other (Please specify)

14.33%

44

Choices

White: British

1. White English
2.
3. White
4. Other white
5.

6. White Portuguese
7. White foreign
8. white english
9. white english
10. White:Slavic
11. White/Persian
12. White Hunagrian
13. Afghan
14. black/asian
15. IM GAY
16. afghanistan arab
17. colombian
18. White: European
19. mixed / Persian / Romanian
20. Maurituian
21. romenia
22. kurdish
23. Kurdish
24. white: Russian
25. Albanian / Greek
26.
27. iranian
28. White Polish
29. Albainian
30. romanian
31.
32. White European
33. White
34. This is a collective response on behalf of the Barnet Society.
35. Portuguese
36. White European
37.
38. You forgot to put white others or because of brexit no option anymore?
39. White: European
40. Hold dual British/Irish passports
41. White
42. Somalia
43. European
44. Mixed/Caribbean/British

Q27

Q20: Do you consider yourself to be living with a disability?
(Please select one option only)
The Equality Act 2010 defines disability as a 'physical or mental impairment that has a
substantial and long-term (12 months or more) adverse effect on his or her ability to
carry out normal day-to-day activities'.
Answered: 307

Skipped: 80

8.47%

9.77%

81.76%

Yes

No

Prefer not to say

Response
percent

Response
count

Yes

9.77%

30

No

81.76%

251

8.47%

26

Choices

Prefer not to say

Q28

Please select the definition(s) from the list below that best describes your disability /
disabilities. (Please select all which apply)
Answered: 29

Skipped: 358

44.83%

13.79%

31.03%

17.24%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Hearing (such as deaf, partially deaf or hard of hearing)
Vision (such as blind or fractional / partial sight. Does not include people whose visual
problems can be corrected by glasses / contact lenses)
Speech (such as impairments that can cause communication problems)
Mobility (such as wheelchair user, artificial lower limb(s), walking aids, rheumatism or
arthritis)
Prefer not to say

Other (Please specify)

Response
percent

Response
count

Hearing (such as deaf, partially deaf or hard of hearing)

17.24%

5

Vision (such as blind or fractional / partial sight. Does not include
people whose visual problems can be corrected by glasses / contact
lenses)

10.34%

3

6.90%

2

Mobility (such as wheelchair user, artificial lower limb(s), walking aids,
rheumatism or arthritis)

31.03%

9

Prefer not to say

13.79%

4

Other (Please specify)

44.83%

13

Choices

Speech (such as impairments that can cause communication
problems)

1. mental health
2. Parkinson’s
3. paralysed arm
4. Parkinson’s
5. asthma
6. AIDS
7. gayness
8. anger problem
9. haemophilia.
10. specific learning difficulty
11. autism
12. Mental health disorder
13. Mental health

